Abstract. For a closed real algebraic plane affine curve dividing its complexification and equipped with a complex orientation, the Whitney number is expressed in terms of behavior of its complexification at infinity.
1. Introduction 1.1. Whitney number. Oriented smooth closed immersed curve C on an oriented affine plane has an important numerical characteristic, Whitney number, which is called also winding number, and can be defined as the rotation number of the velocity vector, as well as the degree of the Gauss map C → S 1 . It determines the immersion C → R 2 up to regular homotopy, i.e. path in the space of immersions.
Real Algebraic Curves Under Consideration.
In this paper we consider a class of plane affine real algebraic curves such that the Whitney number is defined naturally for their sets of real points. Namely, we consider irreducible plane affine real algebraic curves A satisfying the following three conditions:
(1) the set of real points RA is compact, (2) any real singular point is a non-degenerate double point with real branches, (3) the set of real points RA is zero homologous modulo 2 in the set of complex points CA ⊂ CP 2 of the projective closure of A. The second condition implies that RA can be represented as a smoothly immersed curve. The first condition implies that RA is closed, i.e., A has no real branches going to infinity. Of course, A has complex branches approaching infinity. They correspond to the intersection points of CA and CP 1 ∞ , the total number of which taken with multiplicities equals the degree of A.
Complex Orientations.
The third condition is needed to equip RA with a natural orientation. Since RA is zero homologous in CA modulo 2, it bounds a 2-chain : RA = ∂CA + ⊂ CA modulo 2. Chain CA + inherits an orientation from CA (which has a natural orientation as a complex curve), and induces an orientation on RA. Curve RA bounds also chain CA − = conj CA + , where conj : CP 2 → CP 2 is the complex conjugation involution, conj : (z 0 : z 1 : z 2 ) → (z 0 :z 1 :z 2 ) . The same construction but using CA − instead of CA + , defines the opposite orientation on RA. Both orientations are called complex. If RA has more than one connected components, it has other, non-complex orientations. There are only two chains, CA + and CA − , embedded in CA and bounded by RA. A choice of a complex orientation is equivalent to the choice between CA + and CA − .
A real algebraic curve A with RA zero homologous in CA is said to be of type I . This definition is due to Felix Klein. Any real rational curve with infinite RA is of type I. More about curves of type I and complex orientation can be found in [2] , [3] and [4] .
For a curve satisfying the conditions of Section 1.2 and equipped with a complex orientation we give an interpretation of the Whitney number w(RA) in terms of behavior of a half CA + of its complexification CA at infinity.
1.4.
Line at Infinity. Consider the complex line at infinity CP
Topologically, this is a 2-sphere. The set RP 1 ∞ = RP 2 R 2 of its real points is a circle dividing it into two hemi-spheres. These hemispheres equipped with the orientations inherited from CP This quantity changes only when RL kisses RA. The total change can be identified with −2w(RA) calculated as degree of the Gauss map. On the other hand, at the beginning of rotation, L coincides with P 1 ∞ , and at the end, with the same line, but with the opposite orientation. Therefore, the total change of the quantity is −2(
For an expert, this sketch would suffice. To make it more formal, we need to clarify what intersection numbers are to be considered when the real part of the rotating line L would intersect RA. We have to exclude intersection points in the real domain, that is on the boundaries of both 2-chains. To make this in the framework of algebraic topology, we make a spherical blow up of CP 2 along RP 2 . Section 2 is devoted to blow ups of this kind. In Section 3 the changes of the intersection numbers are calculated, and, in Section 4, the proof of Main Result is completed.
Digression on Blowing up of Real Point Set
2.1. Blow up a Submanifold. For any smooth submanifold Y without boundary of a manifold X one can blow up X along Y in two ways: replacing each point y ∈ Y either by the projectivization of T y X/T y Y (i.e., the space of real one-dimensional vector subspaces of T y X/T y Y ), or by the spherization of T y X/T y Y (i.e., the space of oriented onedimensional vector subspaces of T y X/T y Y ). The first kind of blow up is said to be projective, the second one, spherical. A projective blow up gives a manifold without boundary, while a spherical one gives a manifold with boundary, which is obtained from Y . If Y is of codimension one in X, the projective blow up does not change X, and the spherical blow up cuts X along Y , i.e., replaces Y by its double covering.
The set of real points RA of a non-singular real algebraic variety A is a smooth submanifold of middle dimension without boundary of the set CA of complex points of A. Thus the blow ups outlined above can be made in this situation. The specific of situation provides possibilities for different descriptions of the construction.
Multiplication by √ −1 defines an isomorphism between T y RA and T y CA/T y RA. On the other hand, the projectivization of T y RA can be identified with the set of complex one-dimensional subspaces of T y CA invariant under the complex conjugation involution T y CA → T y CA. Therefore projective blow up of CA along RA can be considered as replacement of each point of RA by the set of all real tangent lines of RA at the point.
Two orientations of a real line are induced on it as on the boundary of the two halves of its complexifications. Therefore, the spherization of T y RA can be identified with the set of halves of complexifications of the real lines. The spherical blow up of CA along RA can be identified with replacement of each point of RA with the set of halves of complexifications of all real tangent lines of RA at the point.
Spherical Blow up of Real Projective Space in Complex
Projective Space. The set of real oriented lines in n-dimensional projective space is naturally identified with the oriented Grassmann variety G + 2,n−1 (R). Each point x ∈ G + 2,n−1 (R) is an oriented 2-dimensional vector subspace of R n+1 . Its projectivization P x is a line in RP n inheriting orientation from x. Take the set
where CP l + is a hemisphere in the set of complex points of P l such that the orientation of P l is induced on P l as on boundary of CP l + equipped with its complex orientation. The natural projection
is bijective over the set of imaginary points because through any imaginary point one can draw a unique real line (the one that is determined by the point and its image under the complex conjugation). The set of all real oriented lines passing through p ∈ RP n is homeomorphic to sphere S n−1 . Thus ΥP n can be considered as CP n blown up along RP n . This is an oriented 2n-dimensional manifold with boundary. The interior of ΥP n is mapped by υ diffeomorphically onto CP n RP n . The boundary of ΥP n is mapped by υ onto RP n . The map ∂ΥP n → RP n is a fibration with fiber S n−1 equivalent to the fibration of unit tangent vectors of RP n , spherization of the tangent bundle of RP n .
2.3.
Non-Singular Real Projective Variety. The construction of the preceding section is extended naturally to any non-singular real algebraic projective variety: for such a variety A ⊂ P n put ΥA = {(l, p) ∈ ΥP n | p ∈ CA, and, if p ∈ RA, then l ⊂ T p RA}.
If A is a non-singular real projective curve, ΥA can be obtained from CA by cutting along RA. Recall that cutting of a surface along a curve two-sidedly embedded into the surface is a replacement of the curve by two copies of it.
Blow up of Real Part in a Singular
Curve. We need the construction of the preceding section only in the case of projective plane and a plane curve. However, the curve is not assumed to be non-singular.
To encompass this more general situation, consider, for a real plane projective curve A, normalization ν :Ā → A. The set CĀ of complex points ofĀ is a compact non-singular complex algebraic curve. The restriction of conj to CA lifts to an anti-holomorphic involution. We will denote it by c. Observe that ν −1 (RA) ⊃ f ix(c), but there may be points of CĀ which are mapped by ν to real points of A without being fixed under c. For example, the preimage under ν of any isolated point of RA consists of such points.
For each point x ∈ CĀ, the germ of composition
has a well-defined osculating line. Denote it by O(x). It passes through
• otherwise just ν(x) ∈ CP l + There is a natural map ΥA → CA : (l, x) → ν(x). On the preimage of the set of non-singular imaginary points of A it is bijective, on the preimage of the set of non-singular real points it is 2-1 map. connecting the boundary circles of the disks. Therefore, CA + meets the half of CL t − which gives together with it a half of the cubic curve. In the case, when the complex orientations of RA and RL t 0 at the point of tangency coincide, the orientation of the cubic curve obtained from the complex orientations of RA and RL t − coincides with the complex orientation of the cubic curve. See, for example, [2] . Hence, in this case CA + meets CL t − + .
Intersection of Complex Halves of Curve and Lines

Proof of the Main Result
Choose a direction in which RA has
• no inflection tangent line,
• no double tangent line,
• no line tangent to a real branch at a singular point. Let o be the point on RP 1 ∞ which is the common point of all lines of the chosen direction.
Consider the pencil L t of all real lines passing through o. Orient them coherently. Using L t , we evaluate sides of (1). Let t 1 , . . . t n be the values of t for which L t are tangent to RA. They are divided into four classes, (min, +), (min, −), (max, +), (max, −), according to the change of the number of points in RA ∩ RL t when t passes t i and behavior of orientations of RA and RL 
